Triggerguard, sand cast brass, only .................................. #TG-MA-120-B
The front finial of this Kentucky Pistol guard is an English acorn, styled to
the primitive folk-art whimsey of the American pistol maker.
#TG-MA-120-B  triggerguard, sand cast brass only $10.50

Triggerguard, sand cast brass, only .................................. #TG-MA-27-B
Sand cast of malleable brass, this guard was made for a small percussion
gle, but may be bent for use on a pistol, including some CVA pistols.
#TG-MA-27-B  triggerguard, sand cast brass only $10.50

Triggerguard, wax cast brass or steel .............................. #TG-P1-B or I
A flint pistol triggerguard with acorn front finial, a popular English motif.
#TG-P1-B  triggerguard, wax cast brass only $33.99
#TG-P1-I  triggerguard, wax cast steel only $18.99

Triggerguard, wax cast brass or steel .............................. #TG-HP-B or I
Hawken pistol guard, fits our matching trigger and plate. Thread the stud
to 1/4-28 using your die, and drill your triggerplate to accept this thread.
#TG-HP-B  triggerguard, wax cast brass only $27.99
#TG-HP-I  triggerguard, wax cast steel only $18.99
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